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PassDancer - Product Overview 

 

Introduction:  Security in Layers 

 

As the Internet and computing take on an ever more important presence in the 

corporate sector, security, identity verification and authentication become do or die. 

Today, the vast majority of websites and enterprise applications rely exclusively on 

password-based authentication. Services with a grater emphasis on security 

sometimes use more sophisticated authentication techniques with expensive and 

complicated hardware based solutions, including biometric authentication. However 

biometric solutions have, in the past, proved unscalable, so there are very few 

authentication solutions between the relative extremes or simple passwords and 

sophisticated fingerprint scanners. 

Gwebs PassDancer fills this gap. PassDancer is a sophisticated software based 

authentication solution that offers websites, enterprises and software developers 

standard password based authentication, as well as two additional layers of security: 

biometrics and possession based authentication, for a tiny fraction of the cost and 

effort of implementing traditional biometrics.  

PassDancer is able to offer the strength of biometrics and password based 

authentication in a scalable, and inexpensive fashion because it implements biometric 

authentication on the keyboard – the way you type your password becomes your 

signature – so it can be deployed in any environment where keyboards are common – 

across the internet and across the enterprise.  

 

Too simple - The problem with passwords 

 With most password based identification, a user id and password are stored on 

a server. A user enters his or her login credentials on client, the credentials are then 

sent to the server, and if they match the stored username and password, the user is 

authenticated. This system is simple and easy to setup – all you need is a server – but 

this system also has major security design flaws. There are just too many ways to 

break into systems with simple password authentication because password discovery 

is de facto identity theft – if you know somebody’s password, you can assume their 
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identity. Guessing is the simplest and most often used method of breaking into 

systems that rely solely on password authentication, but there are also numerous other 

ways to attack passwords: Phishing, Pharming, Sniffing, Keystroke Logging, Brute 

Force, Over-the-Shoulder, Cracking, Dumpster Diving and Disk Scanning methods 

are just the tip of the iceberg. Another issue is that many users will use the same 

passwords for multiple accounts, so if one password is stolen with one of the above 

methods, all systems the user has access to are affected. Lastly, on most systems, once 

a password is discovered an attacker is granted all of the password owner’s privileges. 

 

Unscalable (and cheat-able) – the problems with hardware based biometrics 

 Hardware based biometrics, including fingerprint, palm print and retinal 

scanners are great authentication methods for secure physical environments. In these 

environments cost per authentication system may not be a problem: post a scanner at 

every door that enters a secure location, and you’re set (as long as an intruder doesn’t 

cut off or model an authentic user’s finger/palm/retina for authentication) because 

there are only a limited number of doors.  

But what happens when your secure environment is virtual? When users login 

from afar? When you want to have millions of users authenticating from around the 

world through the internet? For Example, imagine a bank trying to get all of it’s 

online banking users to buy fingerprint or retinal scanners for each of the systems they 

use to login to their environment. The point is conventional biometrics just don’t scale. 

 

Subject to theft and loss: Possession Based Authentication 

 Authentication methods based on USB cards, private keys, and other 

possession based models are accepted as mature and are gaining popularity in certain 

circles. However, theses systems too have their drawbacks. First, a user must 

physically interact with the issuing authority to buy their key or replace a lost one. 

Ask yourself what happens when a USB key gets lost or stolen? Or when someone 

close to the user “borrows” it? 

 Security breaches – that’s what happens.  

 

PassDancer: the best of all worlds 
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 Like most other biometric authentication systems, PassDancer is a hardware 

based authentication solution, but PassDancer uses hardware that all computer users 

have: the keyboard, to authenticate you based on your unique typing traits. This 

makes PassDancer extremely scalable – it can grow to fit any number of computer 

users with no additional hardware investments. 

In addition to simple biometric passwords, PassDancer uses passwords. But 

unlike most password systems, PassDancer’s password system is not vulnerable to 

password discovery methods because the password is connected to a biometric key. 

The right password with the wrong PassDance will always be rejected. 

PassDancer system administrators may also choose to incorporate possession-

based (mobile-phone) authentication – so in certain situations users must pass three 

consecutive levels of inspection in order to be authenticated. 

 

Your PassDance – how typing patterns can uniquely identify you 

 Just like your voice, your walk and your smile, the way you type is unique to 

you. When you type a sentence or a paragraph, your unique typing style is hard to 

detect, but when you type a username and password, you usually type it the same way 

every time. You reach for the “5” with your left middle finger, hit the “j” with your 

right index finger and the “a” with your left pinky, and you do it the same way every 

time.  

For proof of this statement, try this: close your eyes and type your name  three 

or four times (don’t type your password – someone might be watching.) Listen to the 

way the keyboard sounds when you hit the keys – notice the patterns in your typing – 

the way you transition from one letter to the next, the way you always pause after a 

certain sequence, or go faster or slower in another.  

Maybe you made a mistake and there was a break between keystrokes, or you 

typed it faster one time and slower the next, but the rhythm, the pattern, the way you 

typed your password, that was essentially the same. We distill that, and we call it your 

“PassDance”.   
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How it works – PassDance Theory 

PassDancer looks at two things: the time between keystrokes (flight time), and 

the duration of the keystrokes themselves (dwell time), and then it derives a 

mathematical equation defining your rhythm. 

 The first time you use PassDancer, you train PassDancer to recognize by 

typing your user ID and password in several times. Each time you enter your 

credentials, PassDancer derives a specific equation defining your PassDance. This 

PassDance then becomes part of your login credentials.  

Once PassDancer is put to use, it compares your entered 

PassDance to the recorded PassDances. If the new PassDance is 

close to the authenticated ones, PassDancer will authenticate you, 

conversely, PassDancer will reject anyone who doesn’t know 

your password or can’t dance your PassDance. 

 

How it works – the Structure of a PassDance. 

 PassDancer is divided into to three parts: a driver, a 

packager and an authenticator. The driver reads your keystrokes 

directly from the keyboard and passes on precisely detailed 

keystroke timing information to the packager. The packager 

encodes the information and sends it to the authenticator, along 

with your user id and password, in an encrypted single-use 

package. The authenticator then decrypts the package and checks 

your user id and password. If these match, it then checks your 

PassDance, against a stored equation. If that matches, you are 

authenticated, and the authenticator communicates that to the 

PassDancer and Keyboard 
drivers:  
 

 
 
PassDancer uses a keyboard driver 
because drivers are able to deliver much 
more detailed information then typical 
software programs have access to. 
Drivers bypass all of the background 
tasks the computer is processing. This 
allows the driver to fetch your keystroke 
information as fast as it is typed. 
Response time is about 1 millionth of a 
second (1 ms.) 
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calling program, otherwise, you can try again, but only several times.  

 After several failed login attempts, the authenticator  follows a highly 

configurable predefined routine. 

 

Configurable – Confidence Scores 

 Because recognizing your PassDance is slightly subjective, PassDancer must 

be configurable. When you enter a PassDance, PassDancer will generate what we call 

a “confidence score”. The confidence score indicates the probability that the user has 

authenticated into their proper identity.  Enterprises with higher security standards can 

make PassDancer more picky – only accepting higher confidence scores, but 

generating more false negatives. Organizations which need to be more user friendly 

can configure PassDancer to be more accepting. 

   

Implementation – fast, easy, scalable and cheap 

PassDancer currently supports desktop application authentication, web 

application authentication and Windows login authentication. All authentication 

modes are basically the same in that the driver must get installed directly onto the 

user’s operating system, however, the packager may be embedded directly in software 

or it may reside on a JavaScript enabled website and the authenticator may be in the 

same piece of software as the packager, or it could be half way around the world, on 

an authentication server. 

 

 

For Web 

Clients download an ActiveX PassDancer plug-in. The plug-in is actually a 

keyboard driver which works in conjunction with the web page. The web page has an 

embedded packager which packages your login and password information, as well as 

your PassDance. Once packaged, your PassDance is sent via an encrypted SSL 

connection to web server. The web server then passes the PassDancer package to the 

authentication server, which processes the authentication and reports the 

authentication back to the web server.  
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For Applications 

Gwebs provides application developers with a PassDancer API, allowing them 

to integrate PassDancer features into their core application. The PassDancer API may 

be used for encryption, VPN, network login, or any other application where secure 

authentication is a necessity. Generally the application will install the PassDancer 

driver, and then use the API to implement the packager and authenticator.  

 

For Windows 

 Gwebs PassDancer is also available for Windows Login and screensavers. In 

this case, the driver is installed, and the packager authenticator runs behind the login 

screen. This is all quite similar to the API model. 


